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AOSelection (Automatic Outlet Selection) is a PLC software controlled disposal unit in the 
cleaning system, that can manage used rinse water - selected between dischargable and 
mandatory disposable. Two separate wastewater connections are used to decide software-
controlled, to where which wastewater is sent. Up to three different preconfigurations can be 
set in the PLC.

This offers the possibility to discharge rinse water, which is generally contaminated below the 
local limits, directly into the public sewer system. (Connection to a sewer system - indirect 
discharge - is subject to approval of local authorities. The operator is responsible for compli-
ance with the limit values.)

Heavily contaminated water (usually pre-rinse water) on the other hand can be collected in an 
IBC container and then disposed professionally. This can save about 50 to 70% of external 
waste disposal and other associated costs.

Depending on the capacity requirements / cleaning cycles, a wastewater treatment with an 
integrated kolb WPSDIU SYMBIO-system is more favorable, since these are specially 
designed to trat contaminated water for indirect discharge.

AOSelection is a combined hard- and software solution to 
pump out used rinse water automatically selected between 
dischargeable and mandatory disposable from tank B and 
tank C or from combi tank B / C.

Function Package - Components

 □ Automatic waste water change unit for tank B/C (Functional part)

 □ Reconditioned 1,000 l empty container (IBC) (Functional part)

 □ Overfill protection for reconditioned 1,000 l empty containers (Functional part)

 □ Control software for AOSelection (Functional part)

Part numbers:
0905OP5-31AOS (AQUBE® 5)
0905OP7-31AOS (AQUBE® 7)
0905OP9-31AOS (AQUBE® 9)

FUNCTION PACKAGE

AOSelection

NOTE: Single options and accessories can be ordered and fitted separately, functional parts are exclusive components of a function package.
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AQUBE® LH5
AQUBE® LH7
AQUBE® XH5
AQUBE® XH7
AQUBE® XH9
AQUBE® MH5
AQUBE® MH7
AQUBE® MH9
AQUBE® MV3 ONE
AQUBE® MV8 sTWIN
AQUBE® MV9 QUAD
PSE LH5
PSE LH7
PSE MH5
PSE MH7
PSE MV8 TWIN
PSE 300 2VL
PSE 300 2VL-XL
PSE 300 VL
PSE 300 2HD
PSE 300 HD
AF 20
AF30
AF75


